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Implications

There is another type of connective, which is a little harder to deal with (which we will discuss
below), but still not too hard. It is essentially the connective that says “If P then Q”, or “P implies
Q”. It is denoted as P ⇒ Q. The truth table is defined as follows

P Q P ⇒ Q

T T T
T F F
F T T
F F T

This is what we were talking about in the introduction, with the example of “If it’s Wednesday, then
you must be in the MC building.” If we use letters W (to mean “it is Wednesday”) and C (to mean
“you are in the MC building”), then we think about the various possibilities of truth values for the
entire statement W ⇒ C. Think of the truth table from the perspective as to whether or not these
truth values could violate the implication. That is,

1. If it is Wednesay (W is TRUE) and you are in the MC building (C is TRUE), then the entire
statement W ⇒ C certainly still works (so we say it is TRUE).

2. If it is Wednesay (W is TRUE) and you are NOT in the MC building (C is FALSE), then the
entire statement W ⇒ C is violated, because you’re supposed to be in MC on Wednesdays, so
W ⇒ C is FALSE.

3. If it is not Wednesday (W is FALSE), then that implication doesn’t say anything about what
follows. It might be that you are in MC for some other reason, or it might be that you are not.
In either case, the implication is not violated, so we take W ⇒ C to be TRUE.



There a couple of things “wrong” with this, intuitively speaking, but it’s the best we can do, when
defining things in terms of their truth tables, so we have to accept it this way, and move on.

To clarify what we mean when we say there are things wrong with it, notice that causality is missing
from that truth table. Just because P and Q are both true, that doesn’t mean that P really caused
Q (I could say “If the sky is blue, then the Earth is round,” and although the blue sky doesn’t cause
the Earth to be round, we still deem the statement to be logically true). As well, there really is
nothing to conclude with a false premise. By default, we just pick the entire statement to be true no
matter what, when you start with a false premise (the statements “If the Earth is flat, then I’ll eat
my hat” and “If the Earth is flat, then the sky is blue” are both considered to be true from a logical
standpoint). The reason for this is that you can never be proven wrong, so “right” is the default.
It’s a bit weird, but, as stated above, let’s just work with this notion as defined in the truth table,
and move on.

Equivalence

If we have P ⇒ Q and Q⇒ P at the same time, we say that P and Q are logically equivalent, and
we write P ⇔ Q. We might say this as “P if and only if Q” (that is, “P if Q” AND “P only if Q”.
Sometimes it takes a minute to wrap your head around how those two statements are different, but
if you do think about it long enough, it makes sense). This connective is essentially an abbreviated
version1 of (P ⇒ Q) ∧ (Q⇒ P ), and the truth table is

P Q P ⇔ Q

T T T
T F F
F T F
F F T

To actually prove a math problem that includes an “if and only if” statement (such as “P ⇔ Q”),
you need to prove each direction of the implication. That is, you prove that P ⇒ Q, and that Q⇒ P ,
and then you can conclude that P ⇔ Q.

Example: Given that x and y are real numbers, prove that xy = 0 if and only if x = 0 or y = 0.

We break this up into the two implications that we need to prove:

“⇒”: This says “If xy = 0 then x = 0 or y = 0.”

and

“⇐”: This says “If x = 0 or y = 0, then xy = 0.”

We will start with the easy one (the ⇐ direction):

Suppose that x = 0 or y = 0. Then xy is the product of 0 with another number. The result will be
0, due to the properties of the number zero.

This proves that “If x = 0 or y = 0, then xy = 0.”

1If you’d like, you can verify that the truth table for (P ⇒ Q)∧ (Q⇒ P ) is indeed the same as the one for P ⇔ Q.
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Now we need to prove the other (⇒) direction, that “If xy = 0 then x = 0 or y = 0.”

This isn’t so easy to do directly. We use an approach called “proof by contradiction”. We start
by assuming the premise to be true, but the conclusion to be false, and show that this leads to a
contradiction. Then this will mean our assumption that the conclusion is false must be itself false,
so the conclusion must be true. This thought process is explained a little more in the exercise set.

Then, assume that xy = 0. Now also assume (for a contradiction) that it is NOT the case that x = 0
or y = 0. This means that x and y are both nonzero. Then, since xy = 0, by original assumption,
and since x is nonzero, we can divide both sides of the equation by x and get xy

x
= 0

x
, or, in other

words, y = 0. But this contradicts the fact that y is nonzero, so our assumption that x and y are
both nonzero must be false. Hence, it must be the case that (at least) one of x or y is zero. Thus,
we have proven the statement “If xy = 0 then x = 0 or y = 0.”

And putting together the last two proofs, we have xy = 0 if and only if x = 0 or y = 0.

Contrapositive

The contrapositive of an “if/then” statement “P ⇒ Q” is the statement ∼ Q ⇒ ∼ P . It can be
easily shown that the contrapositive is logically equivalent to the original statement. This goes way
back to the introduction where we concluded that it was not Wednesday, since we were not in the
MC building (we knew that W ⇒ C, so when we found that we had ∼ C, we concluded ∼ W ). This
is often a good method of proving things, since directly is not always easy. It is, in a way, a variation
on a proof by contradiction.

Example: Prove that if xy 6= 0, then both x and y are nonzero.

We instead prove the contrapositive, that is,

“If it is not the case that both x and y are nonzero, then it is not the case that xy 6= 0.”

or, in other words,

“If at least one of x or y is zero, then xy = 0.”

And now this statement is almost trivial (we already proved it as part of the previous proof), so now
we know that if xy 6= 0, then both x and y are nonzero.
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